
Black Forge – St Michael’s Village Sign (remove and re-instate) 

 

Costs involved are difficult to finally confirm at such short notice and without this site visit and below 
ground and similar nearby services survey. However, bearing in mind that due to the urgency to 
remove the existing sign and post, this would require two visits, (one to remove the sign and post 
and the second to re-install both), provisionally a breakdown of costs involved would be as follows: – 

1/ - To erecting scaffolding, remove the existing sign to our premises for storage. To chainsaw the 
existing post, cut into sections and similarly remove from site, – so rendering the area safe for the 
time being – – – £1800 + VAT 

2/ - To dig out the belowground section of the old post, install a new oak post of approx. 8 in.² into a 
purpose made steel ‘shoe’ located within the hole, to ‘sleeve' the oak post to prevent it being in 
direct contact with the concrete, to back-fill the hole with concrete and allow to set,  

To later the same day, re-erect scaffolding and to relocate our sign atop the new post, complete with 
securing coach screws, to touch up and make good as necessary, - (provisionally, assuming no 
unforeseen locality or below ground problems and easy digging), – – – £2450 + VAT. 

Assuming a prompt confirmation to proceed then we should be able to complete all aspects of the 
above within four weeks, (and hopefully have the existing, dangerous sign removed within the first 
week). 

As with all our commissions, we would require a 25% deposit with your confirmation of order, with 
no further payment due until completion of the reinstallation and full approval by yourselves. 

We have worked with many councils over our 30 years specialising in such signs, 
(www.blackforgevillagesigns.co.uk), and should you require references as to our abilities and 
integrity then I am sure these could be supplied from many of our local parish and town council 
previous customers).  

However easy-to-view local examples of similar signs atop oak posts extremely would include High 
Halden, Rolvenden, Singleton, Kingsnorth, Great Chart, and a recently installed sign for Ashford 
Council’s Civic Park, (photograph attached for your appraisal). 

 

http://www.blackforgevillagesigns.co.uk/

